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ZEROS OF PARTIAL SUMS AND REMAINDERS

OF POWER SERIES
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J. D. BUCKHOLTZ AND J. K. SHAW

Abstract. For a power series f(z) = 2?= o anz" let s„(f) denote the maximum

modulus of the zeros of the nth partial sum of / and let r„(f) denote the smallest

modulus of a zero of the nth normalized remainder 2"=n akzk'n. The present paper

investigates the relationships between the growth of the analytic function / and the

behavior of the sequences {sn(f)} and {rn(f)}. The principal growth measure used is

that of R-type: if R = {R„} is a nondecreasing sequence of positive numbers such that

lim (Rn + 1IR„) = I, then the Ä-type of/is TB(/) = lim sup \anRiR2- ■ •■Rn]1,n. We prove

that there is a constant P such that

T„(/) lim inf (sn(f)/Rn) â P   and    tb(/) lim sup (rn(f)/Rn) ê (1 IP)

for functions / of positive finite Ä-type. The constant P cannot be replaced by a

smaller number in either inequality; P is called the power series constant.

1. Introduction.   The following theorem is a consequence of results of the

first author [3] and J. L. Frank [4].

Theorem A. Let f(z) = 2¿°= 0 Ok2" have radius of convergence c(f), 0 < c(J) < oo.

There exists an absolute constant P such that, ife>0, then

(i) infinitely many of the partial sums

Snif;z)= 2 akzk       in = 1,2,3,...)
k = 0

have all their zeros in the disc \z\ ^c(/)(F+e);

(ii) infinitely many of the normalized remainders

y-fiz) = J akzk-       in = 0, 1, 2,...)
k-n

have no zero in the disc \z\ ^c(J)iP + e)~1;

(iii) the constant P cannot be replaced by a smaller number in either (i) or (ii).

In view of (iii), the constant P is uniquely determined by Theorem A. We call P

the power series constant; its numerical value is known to lie between 1.7818 and
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1.82. Our object in the present paper is to give a simpler proof of Theorem A, to

investigate the extremal functions associated with it, and to obtain corresponding

results for various classes of entire functions.

For/(z) = 2"=o akzk, let sn=sn(f) denote the largest of the moduli of the zeros

of Sn(f; z) = J,k=0akzk (n = 1, 2, 3,...) with the convention that sn=co if an=0.

Let rn = rn(f) denote the supremum of numbers r such that £^nf(z) = ^k=nakzk~n

is analytic and has no zero in the disc \z\ <r. Theorem A is equivalent to the esti-

mates

(1.1) liminfjn(/)^c(/)P,
n-»oo

(1.2) lim sup rn(f)^CM
Tl-*00 T

for 0<c(/)<oo, together with the assertion that the constant P is best possible in

both cases.

Okada [6] has shown that lim supn _ x sn(f) = oo if and only if/is entire. For entire

/, M. Tsuji [6] proved the surprising result that

.. log«
hm sup :

n-.=oMog.yn(/)

is always equal to the order off. For functions of positive finite order and type,

we are able to sharpen Tsuji's theorem considerably.

Theorem B. Suppose the entire function f is of order p and type t, 0 < p, t < oo.

Then

(1.3) lim sup (ei)l\if) * ¿

and

(1.4) e-1" è lim inf (^VW) Ú P.
n-*oo   \n J

Furthermore, for each of the three inequalities, there exists anf of order p and type t

for which equality is assumed.

Both Theorem A and Theorem B are special cases of a result involving a more

general measure of growth for analytic functions. Let 7? = {7?n}™=1 be a non-

decreasing sequence of positive numbers such that limn_œ Rn+,/Rn = l. The Ttoype,

rR(f), of an analytic function f(z) = Xk=0akzk is defined to be

rB(/) = limsup|an7?17?2...7?n|1'n.

If Rn -*■ oo as « -> oo, 7?-type can be related to the growth of the maximum modulus

of/[l, p. 6]. It follows easily from the expression for the type of an entire function

in terms of its coefficients that/is of order p and type t, 0 < p, t < oo, if and only if
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tb(/) = 1 for the sequence Rn = (n/pT)ltp, n = \, 2, 3,_If lim,,..,» Rn = l<oo, then

one sees that TR(f)=l/c(f).

Our principal result is the following.

Theorem C. 2/0<tb(/)<oo, then

(1.5) lim inf (*i*«-p--K»)1" g Tß(y) Um inf SM1 <s P
n-»oo 2vn n-»to       Kn

and

(1.6) r^limsup^^I

Furthermore, for each of the three inequalities, there exists a function of R-type

1 for which equality is assumed.

If one takes Rn= 1, Theorem C reduces to Theorem A. If one takes Rn=in/pT)110,

then Theorem C reduces to Theorem B.

Suppose 0<c(/)<oo and e>0. In 1906, M. B. Porter [5] proved that an infinite

sequence of the partial sums of / tends uniformly to oo outside the disc |z|

S c(/)(2 + e). In view of Theorem A, the constant 2 in Porter's theorem cannot be

replaced by a number less than P. We prove in §2 that the best possible constant

for Porter's theorem is P. This follows fairly easily from a theorem on the partial

sums of polynomials which is of some interest in itself.

Theorem D. Let Qiz)=a0+a1z+ ■ ■ ■ +anzn be a polynomial of degree n. Then

for at least one integer k, 0 ̂  k ^ n, we have

(1.7) \a0+alZ+ ■ ■ • +akzk\ ^ \an\ |z|k/(«+l)

forall\z\^P.

Theorem D guarantees that the partial sum aa + axz+ • • ■ +akzk has all its zeros

in the disc |z| ^P. Since (1.7) holds for large |z|, we must have

(1.8) \ak\ ̂  k|/(«+l).

In applications, this yields information about the value ofk for which (1.7) holds.

2. The remainder polynomials. The treatment of the power series constant in

[3] and [4] involves the remainder polynomials 2J„(z;z0,Zi,.. .,z,,_i), defined

recursively by

(2.1) ***-'•       ,
Bn(z\ z0> zl> • - •> zn-l) = z"— ¿   zk     Bk(Z', Zq, Zj, . . ., Zk_i).

k = 0

Let

Hn = max |5tt(0; z0,..., zn.j)\,
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where the maximum is taken over all sequences {zk}^z\ whose terms lie on \z\ = 1.

Buckholtz [3] proved that

P = lim 77¿/n =    sup   77n1,n.
71-.00 1 ^7l< oo

For a power series f(z) = 2™= o okzk, we write (2.1) in the form

71

zn = 2_, zk    Bk(z; z0,..., Zfc-i)
fc = 0

and substitute this expression into the power series for /. We obtain the formal

expansion

fi(z) = f «n*" =  f aj f zrkBkiz\ z0,..., zk_,)\
.- -. n = 0 n = 0        Wc=0 J

00 00 00

=  2 Bk(z;z0,---,zk-,) 2 anzl~k =  2 £fkf(zk)Bk(z;z0, ...,zk.,),
k=0 n=k k=0

which holds whenever the interchange in the order of summation can be justified.

In particular, (2.2) holds iff is a polynomial and yields considerable information

when/is taken to be a remainder polynomial. In the latter case, an easy induction

argument establishes the identity

(2.3) ^kBn(z; z0,..., z»_i) = Bn_k(z; zk,..., zn_,),

forO^k^n.

The remainder polynomials also satisfy the following properties :

(2.4) Bn(Xz; Xz0,..., Xzn.,) = XnBn(z; z0,..., zn_,),

(2.5) Bn(z0;z0, ...,zn.,) = 0,

(2.6) z«Bn(l/z; zn,. ..,z,) = 2l = o Bk(0; zk,..., z,)zk,

(2.7) Bn(z; z»,..., z1) = 2k1=o Bk(0; zk,..., z,)Bn_k(z; zn,..., zni + „ 0,..., O)for

(2.8) 77m + n^77m77n for nonnegative integers m and n.

The proofs of these identities may be found in [3].

We are now ready to prove Theorem D. Thus let Q(z) = a0 + a,z+ ■ ■ ■ +anzn be a

polynomial of degree n. Define f(z)=znQ(l/z) = b0 + b,z+ ■■■ +bnzn; note that

bn_k = ak,0^k^n. Let {z,}f=0 be a sequence of complex numbers satisfying

|.S"/(z,)| =   min   \9»fiz)\,       0 g j è n.
\z\ivr

From (2.2),

|/(0)| ú  ¿ \^kfi(zk)\\Bk(0;z0,...,zk.,)\.
k = 0

Setting wk=Pzk, 0¿k¿n, we have |wfc| ̂  1 and, by (2.4),

\Bk(0; z0,..., zfc_!)| = \Bk(0; w0/P,..., wk.,/P)\

= (l/Pk)\Bk(0; w0,..., Mfc.01 Ú (l/Pk)Hk fk 1,
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for 0£k£n. Hence |/(0)| èH = 0 |^fc/fe)| and so |/(0)| ^(« + l)|^"/(zm)| for

some m, O^m^n. Since/(0) = bQ, we have \Sfmfiz)\ ^ |¿>0|/(n+l) for all |z|£l/P.

Now

^m/(z) - èm + Am+iZ+ • ■ • +bnzn~m

and therefore, replacing z by 1/z, we obtain

\bmzn-m + bm+1z"-m-1+---+bn\ £ |z|"-m|60|/(n + l)

for all |z| 7tP. Letting p = n — m, this inequality is equivalent to

|c70 + ûiz+ • • • +apzp\ ^ |z|p|£7n|/(n-l-1)

for all |z| ^P, and this completes the proof.

Corollary 1. Suppose that the power series 2?= o okzk has radius of convergence

less than 1. Then there are infinitely many integers k such that

(2.9)

/ora//|z|^F.

2 "?*
;' = o

Proof. For each positive integer n such that an^=0, let kin) denote the least

positive integer k for which (1.7) holds. The condition lim sup |an|1/n> 1 implies

that there is an infinite set 2 of positive integers such that | an \ ¡(n +1 ) > n for all n e I.

For each ne I we therefore have |2í=no o¡zj\ ^ \z\kM and, by (1.8), |afc(B)|

^ \an\l(n+l)>n. The latter condition guarantees that k(n) assumes infinitely many

values as n ranges over I, and this completes the proof.

Suppose / has radius of convergence t, 0</<oo. Let e>0 and define g(z)

=f(tz¡(l-e)). Then c(g)<l and (2.9) implies that sn(g)^P for infinitely many

integers n. Thus lim inf,,.,«, sn(g)^P. But sn(g) = ((l-E)/t)sn(f) and therefore

lim infn_ x sn(f) ^ tP/(l — e). It follows that lim inf„_ M sn(f) ¿ c(f)P and this proves

(1.1).

Lemma 1. If n is a nonnegative integer, then

(2.10) 1 S Pn/Hn ̂  17.

This will be proved in §3.

Let m he a positive integer and suppose z„, zlt..., zm_i lie on |z| = 1. If k^m,

then (2.1) implies

m-l

Bki0; z0,..., zm_!, 0,..., 0) = - 2 zf-'BjiO; z0,..., z,^).
7 = 0

It follows that

m-1 m-l pm

(2.11) |5k(0; z0,..., zm_1; 0,..., 0)| £  % H, Ú  2 pi <
P   1
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The assertion that the constant P is best possible in (1.1) depends on the existence

of a function / such that lim inf sn(f) = c(f)P. It suffices to construct such an /

satisfying cij) = 1.

Lemma 2. There exists a power series 2"= o Akzk, with radius of convergence 1,

such that each partial sum 2i?=o Akzk has a zero of modulus P.

Proof. For each nonnegative integer n, let {zfy}n}=x be a sequence of complex

numbers of modulus 1 fP such that

(2.12) |2?n(0; z<">, tSiu ..., zni = Hn/P\

Here, we have used (2.4). If«, nx andj are positive integers such that j^nx á«, then

(2.7) implies

\BniO;Zn"\...,z?)\

(2.13) ^ Y \BkiO; if»,..., if»| \Bn_kiO; if»,..., z<»>+1, 0,..., 0)|
fc= o

+     |      |*k(0; if»,.. .,zi»»)| |2?n_k(0; z<»>,..., z<»>+1, 0,..., 0)|.

If 0 ̂  Ä: ̂ «i —j, we have

|l»*(0;zf»,..., zi»>| uHk/P«è 1

and (2.11) implies

|2?„-k(0; 4»»,..., z«+1, 0,..., 0)| S P-^/iP-kiP- 1)).

The first sum on the right of (2.13) therefore does not exceed

"»-> i>*-»i p-i + l-jp-nj 1

À (T11!) =      (F-l)2      < P'-'iP-l)2'

If«i-y+lS/Vá»i, then

|2»n-k(0; zf\..., 4?+i. 0.0)| S Hn-k/P»-k g 1.

In view of (2.10), (2.13) now yields

Taking 7=7 and using the bound P > 1.78, we have 2»-»i-« \Bki0; zkn\ ..., z[n))\

> 1/1000. Therefore |5k(0; zkn\ ..., zi"»)| > 1/7000 for at least one integer k,nx-6

èk^nu Moreover, |2?fc(0; zf\ ..., zin))| ̂  1 for all n and k. Now define

Pn(z) = zn2*n(l/z; if»,..., zf\       n = 0, 1, 2,....

Since (2.6) implies Pn(z) = 2£=o 2ifc(0; zkn),..., z[n))zk, it follows that the coefficients

of P„ are bounded by 1 and that in a set of 7 consecutive coefficients, at least one
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coefficient has modulus greater than 1/7000. The sequence {Pn} is uniformly bounded

on compact subsets of the unit disc. Extract a uniformly convergent subsequence

of {Pn} and let F denote the limit function. Writing F(z) = 2if=o Akzk, it follows that

\Ak\ ̂  1, 0áA:<oo, and that in a set of 7 consecutive coefficients Ak, at least one

coefficient has modulus greater than 1/7000. Hence c(F) = l. If m<n, then (2.6)

implies that the wth partial sum of Pn is given by

Sm(Pn;z) = zmBm(llz;z%\...,z?>).

By (2.5), Sm(Pn; l/z™)=0. Since Sm(F; z) is the uniform limit of a subsequence of

{Sm(Pn ; z)}, it follows that Sm(F; z) has a zero of modulus P. This completes the

proof of the lemma.

The function F of the preceding lemma satisfies c(F) = 1 and lim infn_„o sn(F)^P.

It follows that the constant P is best possible in (1.1).

We now show that P is the sharp constant in Porter's theorem. If f(z)

= 1.k=o <ikZk has radius of convergence t, then Corollary 1 implies that there are

infinitely many integers k such that |2y=o a¡zi\ ^(\z\/t(l+e))k for all \z\ ^ tP(l +e).

The corresponding subsequence of partial sums {Sk(f; z)} therefore tends uniformly

to co outside the disc \z\ ¿c(f)P(l+e). On the other hand, we can, by Lemma 3,

construct a function F such that c(F) = t and such that each partial sum of F has a

zero in \z\ ̂ c(F)P.

The inequality (1.2) is a special case of (1.6); the latter will be proved in §4. To

show that P is the sharp constant in (1.2), it suffices to construct a function G

satisfying c(G) = 1 and lim sup rn(G)^ I/P.

Lemma 3. There exists a power series G(z) = 2"=0 Akzk, with c(G)=l, such that

each normalized remainder of G has a zero of modulus 1 ¡P. In particular, lim sup rn(G)

â\/P-

Proof. Consider the sequence of complex numbers {7?n(0; z^n),..., zin>)}"=1

constructed in Lemma 2. For each n we have \z$n)\ = l/P, for lá/á«,

\B,(0; zf >,..., zf)\ úl, for Oújún, and |7in(0; zf\ ..., zj»>)| =HJPn. Further-

more, if n,^n, then \Bk(0; zkn\..., zin))| è 1/7000 for at least one integer k such

that n,-6^k^n,. By (2.6),

Bn(z; x»..., zí«) = J Bk(0; zg°, • • -, z[*)z"-k.
fc = 0

The sequence {Bn(z; z¡,n),..., zj0)}".! is therefore uniformly bounded on compact

subsets of the unit disc. Extract a uniformly convergent subsequence from {Bn}

and let G denote the limit function. If G(z) = ~2k=o Akzk, then \Ak\ ̂  1 for all k and

\Ak\ ̂  1/7000 for infinitely many k; thus c(G) = 1. The identities

¿?kBn(z; z<">,..., zn = 7?n_fc(z; z<*ïk,..., zf\

D /_(7l)     .   _(7l) -(Tin   _   fl
an-k\zn-k, zn-k, ■ ■ ■, z,  ) — V,
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for 0 ^ k < n, show that Bn and each of its first (n - 1) normalized remainders have

zeros of modulus 1/P. Furthermore, if m is a nonnegative integer, then £fmGiz) is

the uniform limit of a subsequence of {¿fmBniz; z„n),..., z[n))} on the compact

set |z| g(l/F) + £< 1. It follows that SfmG(z) has a zero of modulus 1/P.

3. The functions TJW).   For m = 1, 2, 3,..., and 0 ̂  <% < 1, define

Tm(W) = max 2 <%k\Bk(0; w0, wu..., wm_1; 0,..., 0)|
k = m

where the maximum is taken over all sequences {w^'o1 whose terms lie on |z| = 1.

The functions Tn(^f) were characterized by Buckholtz [3]. For each m, Tm is in-

creasing ; the unique solution to the equation Tm(^l) = 1 is denoted by ^m. The most

important property of the sequence {^m} is the determination

(3.1) P = lim ir;1 =    inf   IT-1.

Since Tm is increasing, (3.1) implies

(3.2) Fm(l/P)>l,       m = l,2,3,....

Proof of Lemma 1. By (2.11) and (3.2), we have

i è Tm(i/p) fk p+p£+pH+fc 2+3(Wjhrr

for each positive integer m.

In view of (2.8), the previous inequality implies

1 < (H"*2\\U P |p2l i   pm     P'm~3   -

therefore,

1 ^ (22ra + 2/Pm + 2)[l+F+P2/2]+P-2(P-l)-2.

Using the bounds 1.78 <P< 1.82, we obtain Hm + 2/Pm*2^ 1/17. It is easily verified

that 22,/P>>l/17 fory=l, 2. Since P=sup1Sn<00 Hiln, we have 1/17^22„/Pn^ 1

for all tí.

4. Main results.   In this section, we prove (1.5) and (1.6).

Lemma 4. Let m be a positive integer and{Ak}k=1 a sequence of complex numbers

iA0 = l) such that \Ak\ ̂ Ifork^m. Then for at least one integer p,0Sp um-1, the

function Ap + Ap + 1z + Ap + 2z2-\-has no zero in the disc \z\ <<%m.

Proof. Let /(z) = 1 + 2"= i ^fcZk. We have to show that for some p, 0 ̂ p fi m — 1,

£fvf(z) has no zero in |z| <°Um. Let {zk}k = 0 be a sequence of points in |z| < 1 such

that zk=0 for k^m. Then, by (2.1),
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m-l

2 Sfkf(zk)Bk(z;z0,...,zk-,)
k = 0

m-l j com-1

=  2^2 Zk'kBk(z;z0,...,zk.,)+2 A1 2 z'k~kBk(z;z0,...,zk_,)
1=0 k=0 i=m        k=0

m-l t»

=  2 Aiz'+ 2 A,V-B,(z; z0,..., zm_1( 0,..., 0)]
i = 0 3 = m

CO CO

= 2 Atz>- 2 ^A(z; zo, ■ ■ -, z*-n °. • • •» °).
y=o i = m

By transposing, we obtain the important identity

m-l oo

(4.1)   f(z) =  2 ykf(zk)Bk(z; z0,..., zfc_i)+ 2 A*Bkiz; zo,..., r»_i, 0,..., 0).
lc = 0 k = m

Without loss of generality, we may assume that each of Sfkf(z), O^k^m — l, has

a zero in \z\ < 1. For O^k^m— 1, let wk denote the smallest modulus of a zero of

ykf(z). It follows from (4.1) that

l=/(0)g  2 \Bk(0;wo,...,wm_,,0,...,0)\.
k = m

If <^=max0SJcSm \wk\, then

1 ̂   f *"W; wo/*, - • -, wm-il% 0,..., 0)| ^ rm(*)
k = m

and therefore *^*m. Thus there is an integer/?, 0^/igm-l, such that \wp\ ̂ *m

and it follows that ^p/(z) has no zero in \z\ <*m.

Lemma 5. Lei m be a positive integer and a0+a,z+ ■ ■ ■ +anzn a polynomial of

degree n, n^m-l, such that \ak\¿\an\, O^k^n. Then for at least one integer p,

n — m+l f^p^n, the polynomial a0 + ayz+ ■ ■ ■ +apzp has all its zeros in the disc

Wa*;1.

Proof. Let Ak = an-k/an, O^k^n. Lemma 4 implies that there exists an integer a,

0^q^m—l, such that Aq + Aq + ,z+---+Anzn~q does not vanish in  |z|<*m.

Therefore, the function (an_Jan) + (an-Q-,lan)z-\-h(a0/an)zn_g has no zero in

\z\ <*m, so the same is true of (zn-q/an)(a0 + a,lz+-han_Q/zn"s). It follows that

(l/anzn_a)(a0 + a1zH-Yan^qzn~q) has no zero in the region \z\><%-1, hence

a0+a,z-\-\-an-qzn~" has all its zeros in \z\ S^ñ1- Takingp=n-q, we obtain

the desired result.

Lemma 6. Suppose/(z) = 2™=o Akzk has R-type greater than 1. Then

liminf^ UP.
Rn71-* 00
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Proof. If f(z) is written

/(z)=  2 (a^R^.-.RJz«,
k = 0

then TB(/) = lim sup,,.,» |an|1/n. The condition TR(f)> 1 implies that there exists an

infinite set N of positive integers such that neN implies |a„|>|afc|, 0^k<n.

Let m be a positive integer and suppose neN is such that n^m — l. The nth

partial sum off(Rnz) is given by

axRn m , a2R2   . ,        ,      anRl
Sn(f; Rnz) = ao + ^s-z z + -¿-£ z2+ ■ • ■ +-

2?! R1R2 RlR2' ' 'Rn

Qn2?n I   , .  an-lRn    n-i  . fln-22?n-l2?n    n-2  . . apRiRj' ■ • Rn\

R^-RA        anRn anR2 +"+       anRn      )'

For «eJV and n^m — l, Lemma 5, applied to the polynomial

„  , ûn-lRn    n-i   . an-2Rn-lRn _n-2  ,                 QpR^- ■ ■ Rn
Z   i-—— Z -1-=rz Z T • • • i-^r->

anRn anR2 anRl

implies that at least one of the partial sums SJJ; Rnz), S„-xif; Rnz),...,

Sn-m + iWl Rnz) has all its zeros in the disc ¡zlfl'W'1. In view of sk(f(Rnz))

= Rñ 1sk(f), for n - m +1 ^ k ^ n, it follows that

(4.2) min {snif)/Rn, sn _ ¿f)/Rn, ...,sn.m+1(/)/2?n} ^ <W~1

for all n e N, n^m — 1. If n-kin) denotes the subscript for which the minimum in

(4.2) is assumed, then

(4.3) iSn-kUf)IRn-kM)iK-m+llBn) ú Wñ1

for ne N, n^m— 1. Since limn _ ,*, (2?n _ m + x /Rn) = 1, then (4.3) implies

lim inf s4ß < te:1.
/-.• Ri

Since m is arbitrary, (3.1) implies lim inf,»«, s¡if)/Rj^P, which is the desired result.

For a power series /(z) = 1 + 2"= 1 akzk, the estimate

(4.4) sn(J)Z k|-l'n       ian*0)

follows from the fact that the geometric mean of the moduli of the zeros of Sn(f; z)

does not exceed the maximum modulus of its zeros. The following lemma, whose

proof we omit, is an extension of (4.4).

Lemma 7. Suppose the power series /(z) = 2"= 0 o,kzk has positive radius of con-

vergence and is not a polynomial. If N={n : an^0}, then

(4.5) Uminf IcI^XC/l-î 1.
n-*oo; neN

We are now ready to prove (1.5) of Theorem C.
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Theorem 1. If 0<rR(f)< oo, then

(4.6) lim inf (RiR*'•• W" ^ Tj¡(/) lim inf *JJ} ^ p
n-*oo xvn n-»oo       Kn

Proof. If/(z)-Sf-o Akzk = 2?=0 iak/R,R2- ■ -Rk)zk, then

rR(f) = lim sup \an\lln = um sup ^„l1'"^- ■ Än)1,n
n-*oo n-»oo

^ R,limsup\An\lln = R,/c(fi)
71-* 00

and therefore c(f)>0. Since tb(/)>0,/ís not a polynomial. By Lemma 7,

lim inf ^„P'XCO^ 1,
n-.oo; neN

where 7V"={n : ^4„^0}. Therefore,

lim inf ̂ V^1'" g lim inf (J?lJ?2'p 'R^'n lim inf M^'XCO
n-*oo 7\n n-»oo;netf xvn n-»oo;netf

^ lim inf (RiR*"'W* \An\unsn(f)
n~+°o;neN J\n

Ú lim sup (R,R2- • ■7?n)1/nM„r,n lim inf ^
n->oo «-»oomeJV    7vn

= TR(/)liminf^,
71-. 00 An

which is the left side of (4.6). For the right side of (4.6), suppose ts(/) = 1, let ce > 1

and define f,(z) =f(az). Then rR(f,) = a and Lemma 6 implies lim inf„^ «, sn(fi,)/Rn

¿7\ Since sn(f,) = a-1sn(f), we have lim infn_œ sn(f)/Rn^Pa. Letting a^- 1, we

obtain lim infn^x sn(f)IRnéP. Now suppose rR(fi) = t and define g(z)=f(z/t).

Since rR(g) = l, the previous inequality implies lim infuso sn(g)/Rn^P. But sn(g)

= tsn(f) and therefore

tR(fi) lim inf^ ^ P.
n-. oo       JVB

This completes the proof of the theorem and establishes (1.5).

For the proof of (1.6), we require the following lemma.

Lemma 8. IfO<rR(f)<l, then

(4.7) lim sup r-^ ^ I ¡P.
n-»oo        xvn

Proof. Letf(z) = Zk°=0Akzk = Zk°=0(ak/R,R2- ■ Rk)zk. Since rR(f) = lim sup H1"*

and 0 < TR(f) < 1, then there is an infinite set A^ of positive integers such that neN

implies |a„| > \ak\ for k>n. Let m be a positive integer, let n e N and suppose k is

an integer such that 0^ k S m-l. The expression

Bn(Rl ■ • • Rn)  csn + kftD m\ fl" +kRn , Qn + k + lRn _,
- *        JyKnZ) = —p-#-H —p-=- Z-l-

"n Unl\n +, ■ ■ -JS-n + k     "n-^Ti +1 " " 'JXn + k + 1
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is the kth normalized remainder of

,   .  On + lBn      .        Ctn + 2Rn 2  .   _

ön2vn + i      anRn + 1Rn + 2

By Lemma 4, there is an integer kin), 0^A:(n)^m—1, such that

an + k(n)Rn ,       an + k{n) + \Rn " _      ,

anRn +1 ' ' ' Rn + k(n)     anRn +1 ' ' ' Rn + fc(n) +1

does not vanish in |z| ^^m. Therefore •5i"l+fc(n)/(2?nz) has no zero in |z| ^*%m, so that

W<n,C0/2<n^m for all w g N. It follows that (r^^iftlRnwnMRn+n-M'Z®*

and, therefore, lim sup^ „„ r//)/2?, ^ l^'m. By (3.1), lim sup^» rX/)/2?;^ 1/P, and

this completes the proof.

The proof of (1.6) of Theorem C is contained in the following theorem.

Theorem 2. 2/ts(/)>0, then

m>(4.8) tb(/) lim sup ^ ^ 1/P.

Proof. Suppose first that ts(/) = 1, let 0<a<l, and define/j(z) =/(az). Then

rn(fi) = <*~1rn(f) and tb(/1) = o¡. By Lemma 8, lim supn^«, rn(/i)/2?n£ 1/P. Thus

lim supn^o„ rn(f)/Rn^a/P and, letting a -> 1, we have lim sup,,^ rnif)/Rn^ I ¡P.

Now suppose TB(J) = t. If i = co, there is nothing to prove. For finite t, define

g(z)=/(z/0- Then T7i(g)=l and rnig) = trnif). By the previous inequality,

T7i(/) lim supn-,00 rn(/)/2?„2? 1/P, which is the desired result.

5. Extremal functions. In this section, we construct extremal functions which

show that P is the sharp constant in each of the three inequalities of Theorem C.

Theorem 3. There is a function f of R-type 1 such that liminfn-a, snif)/Rn=P.

Proof. Let Fiz) = 2"= o ¿k2* De the function constructed in Lemma 2. Recall that

c(F)=l, sniF)^P, 14,1 SI and max{|A|, \An+1\,..., \An+6\}^ 1/7000 for all n.
Let

fiz) =  2 (AJR.R,- ■ -Rk)zk       (RQ = 1)
fc = 0

and

x = liminf^-)-
TI-.00 Rn

Let A denote an infinite set of positive integers such that x=limn^00¡neA sn(f)/Rn.

For neA, define

Pn(z) = znSn(f; RjzXRxR»- ■ -Rn)IRn

and

ßB(z) = z"SniF; 1/z) = 2 ^n_kzfc.
k = 0
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The bound

\Pniz)-Qniz)\ú   2   |z|fc(l-(7^-l---^fc + M)á(l-|z|)-1
k=l

holds for all n e A and \z\ < 1. Thus there is an infinite set of integers B<^A such

that the sequence {Pn- Qn}n<;B converges uniformly on compact subsets of \z\ < 1

to a function g(z) = 2&°=o akzk analytic in the unit disc. Since

am =    lim    An.m(l-iRnRn-i- ■ -7?n_m+1)/7îm) = 0,
n-»oo;neß

for ím=1,2,3,..., and a0=0, then g=0. For neB, we also have the bound

I Qn(z)\ <(1 - |z|)_1, \z\ < I. Thus there is an infinite subset C<=B such that {ßj^c

converges uniformly on compact subsets of |z| < 1 to a function Q(z) = ~2,k=0ßkZk

analytic in the unit disc. The bound max {|j8fc|, |j8fc+1|,..., |j8fc+6|}> 1/7000 holds

for the coefficients of Q ; in particular, Q is not identically zero. The sequence

{Pn(l/z)}neC converges uniformly to Q(l/z) in \z\^l/p for all p<l. Moreover,

g„(l/z)=(l/zn)Sn(F; z) has a zero of modulus P for all neC. Thus Ö(l/z) has a

zero of modulus P. If e>0, it follows from Hurwitz's Theorem that Pn(l/z) has

a zero of modulus at least P-e for n e C sufficiently large, i.e., if Tn denotes the

maximum modulus of the zeros of Pn(l/z), then Fn^P-e for ne C sufficiently

large. Since Tn = R-%(f), then sn(f)/Rn^P-e for large neC. Therefore

x=    lim    S-^ZP-e;
7l->oo;neC   -"Ml

letting e -> 0, we obtain the desired result.

Theorem 4. There is a junction g of R-type 1 such that lim sup rn(g)/Rn = l/P.

Proof. Let G(z) = J,k°=0 Akzk denote the function constructed in Lemma 3. We

havec(G) = l, \An\¿l and max {|,4n|, \An+,\,..., \An+6\}^ 1/7000 for all n. Let

g(z) = 2 iAk/RiR2- ■ -Rk)zk     iR0 = 1),
k = 0

and

x = lim sup r-^-
71-* 00 XVn

Let A denote an infinite set of positive integers for which x = lim„^00.neA r„(g)/Rn.

For me A, define

7im(z) = ^G(z)-(R,R2- - -RJRS)^mg(Rmz)

and let 0 < a < 1. If m e A, \z\ ̂  a and 7Y is a positive integer, then

\Em(z)\ á f \Am+k\il-RkJiRm+i---Rm+k))\z\k
k = l

^   2   |z|fc(l-*m/(7vm + 1...7?m + fc))+     f      «k
fc=l k=N+l

è (l-Rml(Rm+i- ■ ■Rm+N))il-«)-1+<xN+1il-<*)-1.

Let £ > 0 and choose N so that aN+\l — a) "1 < e/2. Let m0 e A be a positive integer
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such that m^m0 implies (l-2?£/(2?m+1- • .pm+jV))(l-a)"1<e/2. Then the con-

ditions m^m0 and |z| ¿a imply |Fm(z)| <e. Thus {Em}meA converges uniformly to

zero on compact subsets of |z| < 1. For me^we also have \SfmG(Z)\S(l — |z|)-1.

Thus there is an infinite subset 2?*= A of integers such that {^mG(Z)}msB converges

uniformly on compact subsets of |z| < 1 to a function 5,(z) = 2?=o bkzk. The relation

N + |6fc+i|4-.-. + |Ak+6| £ 1/1000

holds for all k; in particular S^O. Since £r°mG(z) has a zero of modulus 1/P for all

me B, then S{z) has a zero of modulus 1 /P. Moreover, 5(z) is the uniform limit

of the sequence {(RiR2- • ■RmlR%)&"ng(Rmz)}meB and it follows from Hurwitz's

Theorem that, if e>0, then £r°mg(Rmz) has a zero of modulus at most (l/P) + e for

meB sufficiently large. Therefore rm(g)/Rm^(l/P) + e for large meB, and it

follows that

x =     Um    rjM g (l/P)+e.
m-»oo;meB     Rm

Since £>0 is arbitrary, we obtain lim sup,,..*, rn(g)/Rn^l/P and this completes the

proof.

For the left-hand side of (1.5), we begin by considering the infinite matrix (amn),

where

amn = 2(m-n+\)/m2,       I = n = m,

= 0, m < n.

It is easily verified that

(1) limm^a>amn=0, » = 1,2, 3,...,

(2) SUpm2"=l|ûmn|=2,

(3) limm^al2?'=l«mn=l.

Thus (amn) provides a regular method of summability. If {2?„}™=1 is a non-

decreasing sequence of positive numbers (2?0 = 1) such that 2?n+1/2?n-> 1, then

(amn) transforms the sequence {log(Rn/Rn^1)}^1 into {2log(R1R2- ■ -Rn)11"*}^!-

Therefore

lim piogiP^..^,,)1"12] = lim [log (RJR^J] = 0,
n-*oo n-*oo

or

(5.1) lim (2W • -Rn)1"1' = I-

We use this result to prove the following lemma.

Lemma 9. Let {2?n}™=1 (R0 = 1) be a nondecreasing sequence of positive numbers

such that (R1R2-•■ Rn)lln->oo and 2?n + 1/2?n—>-1, as «->oo. For each pair of

positive integers m and p, let xmp be the largest root of the equation

(5.2) * = ^^_+     * +... + *n.
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Then

]'irn _-^mp_  _  i
„   „ (R.- ■    R       )l/(m + P) —
P-.00 {i\.,        ¿i-m + p)

for m=l, 2, 3,....

Proof. For all m and p we have xmv ̂  (R, ■ ■ ■ Rm+p)1/(m+p>, and therefore xmp -> oo

as p -> co, m = 1, 2, 3,.... Let m be a positive integer and choose p so large that

xZpl(Ri- ■ ■Rm)^xZpkl(Ri- ■ Rm-k), for OgAr^w. For such integers p we have

xmp+"/(R,- ■ -Rm+p)S(m+l)xmp/(R,-- Rm) and hence

xmpè(m+iy»(Rm + ,---Rm+py*.

Thus

i < _xmp_ <       (m+1)_ .

= (J?!- • •7?m + J,)1'(m+p> = (R,- ■Rm)1Km + » K"**1 "     m+p;
,(l/p)-(l/(m + p))

Since each of (w +l)1/p and (i?! • • ■ 7?m)1/(m+p) tends to 1 as p -> oo, it is sufficient to

show that

(R. . . . R       \m/p(m+p)
(R ...»        yi/p)-(l/(m + p» — v-"l        -^m + p;_, n^.m
t-Km + 1      --«m + p; -     ,^ ^  \m/p(m + p)    ~^ l> P ~^~ °°-

Since (7?j• ■ ■ 7*m)m,p(m+p) -> 1, it is sufficient to show that (R,-■ ■ 7?m+p)1/p<m+p) -> 1.

Now

(A». • •JRm+p)1/P<m+P) - (Äj.. •7?m+p)1"^p'2[(7î1. • -^m+P)1/<m+I"2r/p,

and we know that (TV •• 7?m+p)1'(m+p)2 -> l,/> -* oo. Thus (R, •• •7*m+p)1'p(m+p> -►1,

and this completes the proof.

Theorem 5. There is a function tp of R-type 1 such that

liminf^^^^^liminf^.

Proof. Let {Rn}n = i (7?0=1) and {xmp}%¡p = , be defined as in Lemma 9. Let

{«*}"=, denote a sequence of positive integers such that

liminf(^g^1/n=lim(i?1-^)1/nfc.

Let m,=n,, choose an integer/>! such that m,+p, e {n,} and

_•y'"iPi_      . , 1
(7?1..-7îmi+p1)1«"'i+pi>< 1+2'

and let m2=m,+p,. If mk=mk-,+pk-, e {n,} has been chosen, choose the integer

pk such that mk +pk e {n,} and

(5.3) xmkPJ(R,-- •7?mk+p/c)1'(m*+p*) < l + l/(k+l)
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and let mk+1 = mk+pk. Thus we inductively obtain the sequence {m-j}^{nf} such

that (5.3) holds for Jfc=l, 2,3,.... Now let

rfz) = 1 + i-i/GRi • • • Rmi) + z^KR, ■ ■ ■ Rm2) +-...
Note that

\z\mi |z|mi-i |z|mi
\Smj(f,z)\   ^  -=-D--D-ñ-R R     ~l

|z[mi       _ ^       \z\k

Rl'''Rm¡.        k = oRl'"'Rk

forj= 1, 2, 3,.... Moreover, if x>xmp, then

Xm + P Xm i-— + ]

Ri ■ ■ ' Rm+p    Ri ■ ■ ' Rm Rl

since xmp is the largest positive root of (5.2). Thus if \z\=x>xmj_ltPj_1, then

\Sm,(<p; z)\>0. Therefore smj(v)èxmi_lPl^. From (5.3) we have

sm,(<p)l(Ri- ■ -R*)1"*' = 1 +1/2   for; = 1, 2, 3,....

Since sn(q>) = oo for integers n $ {m}}, then

liminf^ = liminf^#)

«■s-F^Hl
lim (*,-■;>)"•. _limM(*,;*,)"
k-»oo Jv„k n-»oo 2vn

and this completes the proof.
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